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In this· short note, irreversible processes of the order ·parameter and the occupation number of the homogeneous condensate of degenerate Bose gas are investigated above r. up to second order of the pair interaction, by projecting the Liouville equation .for the density matrix written in terms of coherent representation on to the zero momentum state. Equilibrium fluctuations and stability of the condensate have already been investigated by Glassgold et (2) by choosing the initial condition f(x, y: 0) =t/Jeq(y: a0)h(x) with h(x) arbitrary u; co) =Jco)-11 co) =0). The coefficients Win and Waut express transition probabilities of collision processes representing creation and annihilation of one
xfziJ(E 1+E2 -E8 -E0). The elementary solution of (4) The detailed derivation of the present results will be reported elsewhere together with discussion on phenomena below T,.
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